ClearShield Eco-Glass® - Recommended After-Care
for Kitchen Splashbacks
Ritec’s specialist maintenance solutions for glass are part of the world’s first and only complete
system for the renovation, ‘non-stick’, easy-clean protection and maintenance of glass surfaces. The
award-winning ClearShield Eco-System® upgrades ordinary, high-maintenance glass surfaces into
easy-clean ClearShield Eco-Glass®.

Keeping ordinary, unprotected glass kitchen splashbacks free from air- and water-borne
contaminants such as water spots, fatty residues, fingermarks and other dirt can be very difficult, if
not impossible, despite regular cleaning. As a result, clarity and visual appeal of the glass are spoiled.
Harsh and abrasive cleaning methods and compounds create further damage and accelerate the
degradation process.
The durable and effective ‘non-stick’ performance of ClearShield Eco-Glass® ensures glass
splashback surfaces are always much easier to clean and keep clean, stain-resistant and maintain
visual appeal for longer.
Recommended After-Care
To optimise the performance and durability of ClearShield Eco-Glass® on kitchen splashbacks,
please turn over for the recommended basic maintenance programme.

Maintaining ClearShield Eco-Glass® on Kitchen Splashbacks
• Daily (or as required)
Rinse / wipe off any deposits using a damp microfibre cloth.

• Periodically
Ritec After-Care for ClearShield Glass is highly effective to
maintain the ‘non-stick’, easy-clean performance of ClearShield®
protection.
This product quickly and efficiently removes light water spots, fatty
/ greasy residues, fingermarks and other general dirt from glass
kitchen splashbacks. To use:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Spray onto the glass surface
Agitate with a T-bar or sponge
Rinse thoroughly with water
Squeegee dry

Ritec After-Care for ClearShield Glass can be purchased from www.clearshield.biz.
For stubborn water spot deposits caused by limescale / mineral salts, we recommend the use of
Ritec Limescale Remover. Visit www.clearshield.biz or contact us for more information.
Ritec After-Care for ClearShield Glass is not suitable for sandblasted glass.
Glass protected for life
ClearShield Eco-Glass® performs indefinitely if a simple re-application is carried out once its
performance becomes noticeably reduced in terms of ease of cleaning and resistance to staining.
The professional re-application can be carried out in-situ by a specialist applicator. Please contact us
for more details.
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